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Wide datasets are usually used for training and validating neural networks, which can be later tuned
in order to correct their final behaviors according to a few number of test cases proposed by users.
In this paper we show how the FLOPER system developed in our research group is able to perform
this last task after coding a neural network with a fuzzy logic language where program rules extend
the classical notion of clause by including on their bodies both fuzzy connectives (useful for mod-
eling activation functions of neurons) and truth degrees (associated to weights and biases in neural
networks). We present an online tool which helps to select such operators and values in an automatic
way, accomplishing with our recent technique for tuning this kind of fuzzy programs. Moreover,
some experimental results reveal that our tool generates the choices that better fit user’s preferences
in a very efficient way and producing relevant improvements on tuned neural networks.

1 Introduction

In order to deal with partial truth and reasoning with uncertainty in a natural way, many fuzzy logic
programming languages implement (extended versions of) the resolution principle introduced by Lee
[12], such as Elf-Prolog [7], F-Prolog [13], generalized annotated logic programming [11], Fril [2], the
QLP scheme of [18], Bousi∼Prolog [10], MALP [15] and FASILL [9]. For the last couple of languages,
we have developed during the last years the FLOPER system devoted to edit, compile, execute, debug,
unfold and tune fuzzy logic programs.

In this paper we focus on the so-called multi-adjoint logic programming approach MALP [15, 8],
a powerful and promising approach in the area of fuzzy logic programming.1 In this framework, a
program can be seen as a set of rules whose bodies admit the presence of connectives for linking atoms
and/or truth degrees and each rule can also be annotated by a truth degree. When specifying a MALP
program, it might sometimes be difficult to assign weights—truth degrees—to program rules, as well
as to determine the right connectives in their bodies. This is a common problem with fuzzy control
system design, where some trial-and-error is often necessary. In our context, a programmer can develop
a prototype and repeatedly execute it until the set of answers is the intended one. Unfortunately, this is a
tedious and time consuming operation. In order to overcome this drawback, in [16, 17] we have recently
introduced a symbolic extension of MALP programs called symbolic multi-adjoint logic programming
(sMALP). Here, we can write rules containing symbolic truth degrees and symbolic connectives, i.e.,
connectives which are not defined on its associated lattice. sMALP programs can be used to tune a

∗This work has been partially supported by the EU (FEDER), the State Research Agency (AEI) and the Spanish Ministerio
de Economía y Competitividad under grant TIN2016-76843-C4-2-R (AEI/FEDER, UE).

1Although out of the scope of this paper, if we try to attach a similarity relation to a given MALP program, we directly
obtain a FASILL program.
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of an MLP trained with the Iris Dataset.

program w.r.t. a given set of test cases, thus easing what is considered the most difficult part of the
process: the specification of the right weights and connectives for each rule.

The main goal of this paper consists in the application of our tuning technique to fuzzy logic programs
modeling neural networks (visit the online tool https://dectau.uclm.es/fasill/sandbox?q=nn).
Unlike the traditional training process used for building and validating neural networks and other compu-
tational models, here we focus on tuning key components (weights and activation functions) of previously
trained models, in order to adjust the behavior of the final neural networks w.r.t. a small set of test cases.
It is important to note here that the tuning process is able to guess not only weights, as training techniques
also do, but also activation functions, which are not altered at training time.

Keras [3] is a high-level, open source neural network library written in Python. It is designed to
enable the fast experimentation of deep neural networks in a modular, extensible and user-friendly way.
This last feature is due to its capability for running on top of Tensorflow [4] MXNet [5], Microsoft
Cognitive Toolkit [21] and others. In order to translate a Keras model into a fuzzy logic MALP program,
it is essential to define appropriate intermediate data structures connecting both representations. Since
there are many different types of data introduced by just one simple neural network, in this paper we will
focus on a basic neural network architecture in order to simplify our explanations: the MLP or multilayer
perceptron [14] (see Figure 1).
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This architecture is one of the most representative exponents of artificial neural networks due to its
simplicity and power. Usually, this kind of computational model is trained with either the backpropaga-
tion algorithm [23], or one of its variants. For this reason, the combination of multi-layer perceptron with
the backpropagation algorithm is known as backpropagation network or BP [20]. Since 1986, the PDP
group popularized the multi-layer perceptron with backpropagation (see [20, 19]). They presented an
useful tool for solving complex problems, something that raised the interest of the scientific community
in the field of neurocomputation. MLP probably is the most well-known architecture of neural networks,
one with the clearest structure, and also greatest power, which motivates us to choose it in this project.
Figure 1 illustrates the MLP we are going to use in what follows. This graphical representation refers to
an MLP trained with the Iris Dataset2 [6] and composed of four inputs, eight neurons in a hidden layer,
and three output neurons, each one representing a different class.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to translate Keras models representing
fully trained neural networks to MALP programs. Next, before applying our tuning techniques in order
to correct some possible structural deficiencies of the MLP, we show in Section 3 how to transform
the associated MALP program into a symbolic (sMALP) one, thus allowing us to automatically tune its
symbolic components (i.e. some random weights/biases and activation functions) according to a set of
test cases proposed by users. Finally, in Section 4 we conclude by showing some lines for future work.

2 Coding Neural Networks as MALP Rules

In this section, we address the problem of translating neural networks to MALP rules by taking into
account the following guidelines:

• Activation functions: since a huge amount of activation functions have been created during the last
four decades, it is decisive to select an appropriate subset of them for our initial prototype.

• Weights and biases: are two essential parts of every neuron. So, it is important to choose a good
intermediate data structure for representing them.

• Structure of the network: we will follow the universal representation of a multilayer perceptron, in
which each node in one layer connects with a certain weight wi j to any other node in the following
layer (except for nodes in the output layer).

• Lattice of truth degrees and connectives: in order to implement a fuzzy logic program, it is nec-
essary to define a lattice where all our activation functions are modeled. The lattice defines the
universe of our translated neural network.

Lattice definition and activation functions

As shown in Figure 2, MALP always associates to each fuzzy program a lattice of truth degrees. It
consists on a set of Prolog clauses intended to define three mandatory predicates for identifying the
bottom and top elements of the lattice, as well as for testing its members (valid truth degrees). In our
particular case, the following set of clauses is required:

bot(-infty). top(+infty).
member (+infty). member(-infty). member(X) :- number(X).

2The data set consists of 50 samples from each of three species of Iris (Iris setosa, Iris virginica and Iris versicolor), where
four features are measured from each sample: the length and the width of the sepals and petals.
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the input area of the FLOPER online tool.

Moreover, it is also compulsory to define the ordering relation among truth degrees (in particular, it
suffices by testing whether the first truth degree is less or equal than the second one, for each pair of
elements) and computing the distance between each couple of truth degrees, being this last predicate
especially important when applying our tuning techniques in the next section:

leq(_, +infty). leq(-infty , _). leq(X, Y) :- X =< Y.
distance(X,Y,Z) :- Z is abs(Y-X).

Next, the lattice is completed by adding as much definitions as needed for fuzzy connectives (also called
aggregators, which in essence are operators acting on truth degrees) modeling activation functions in our
case, as described by Prolog clauses such as the following one referring to the softplus function:

agr_softplus (+infty ,+infty).
agr_softplus(-infty ,-infty).
agr_softplus(X,Y) :- Y is log (1+exp(X)).

The way in which these functions are defined is very important in order to create a consistent lattice. So,
it is necessary to define appropriate boundaries for the analytical formula describing each function. The
selection for the first version of our tool has been made by taking into account the popularity of each
function in the scientific community. In this paper, we will work with ten activation functions, whose
analytic definitions and Prolog-based representations on the lattice associated to our fuzzy logic program
appear in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
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@sigmoid(x), 1
1+e−x @so f t plus(x), ln(1+ ex)

@relu(x),
{

0 if x < 0
x if x≥ 0

@leaky_relu(x),
{

0.01x if x < 0
x if x≥ 0

@so f tsign(x), 1
1+|x| @sinusoid(x),

{
1 if x = 0
sin(x)

x if x 6= 0
@arctan(x), arctan(x) @tanh(x), tanh(x)

@binary(x),
{

1 if x > 0
0 if x≤ 0

@identity(x), x

Figure 3: Standard activation functions used in neural networks.

Model representation

A Keras model can be represented as a graph such as the following one:

In our case, this graph corresponds to the representation of the MLP –trained with the Iris Dataset–
seen in Figure 1. We can apreciate at the top of each node the type of layer. For Keras, Dense means fully
connected, in other words, a typical layer of a multilayer perceptron in which each node is connected
with all the nodes of the next layer.

In the next level, two columns are displayed in a very similar way, denoting the labels inputs and
outputs. Each tuple at the top of a node indicates in its first parameter the dimensionality of the batch
size (None means that the dimension is variable). The second parameter corresponds to the number of
arcs that each neuron in a layer gets from the inputs, and the number of neurons that a layer has for the
outputs. In contrast to other libraries, Keras allows an easy access to essential points of a neural network,
such as weights and biases.

Our intermediate data structure that stores all the useful information given by Keras is composed of
three levels that correspond to different abstractions of a neural network architecture. It starts with the
word node, which represents all the information of each node:

• id_n: is the name of the node (neuron) once translated to MALP sintax. For example, the identifier
node_1_2 refers to the first node in the second layer. Nodes allocated in the output layer are named
as the class they represent. For example, iris_versicolor symbolizes the class with the same
name than the property to be tested.

• p_nodes: this array with parent nodes represents each input in a neuron. Each component of the
array is a tuple with two components, the id of the parent node and the weight of the input.

• bias: this float number identifies the bias of the neuron.

With this first level, it is possible to define a set of neurons (i.e., a layer) and to determine a more general
abstraction with a collection of key components. A layer is defined as:
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agr_sigmoid (+infty ,+infty).
agr_sigmoid(-infty ,-infty).
agr_sigmoid(X,Y) :- Y is 1 / (1+exp(-X)).

agr_binary (+infty ,+infty).
agr_binary(-infty ,-infty).
agr_binary(X,Y) :- (X<0 -> Y=0; Y=1).

agr_softplus (+infty ,+ infty).
agr_softplus(-infty ,-infty).
agr_softplus(X,Y) :- Y is log(1+ exp(X)).

agr_softsign (+infty ,+ infty).
agr_softsign(-infty ,-infty).
agr_softsign(X,Y) :- Y is (X)/(1+ abs(X)).

agr_relu (+infty ,+infty).
agr_relu(-infty ,-infty).
agr_relu(X,Y) :- (X<0 -> Y=0; Y=X).

agr_leaky_relu (+infty ,+infty).
agr_leaky_relu(-infty ,-infty).
agr_leaky_relu(X,Y) :- (X<0 -> Y is 0.01*X; Y=X).

agr_tanh (+infty ,+infty).
agr_tanh(-infty ,-infty).
agr_tanh(X,Y) :- Y is ((exp(X)-exp(-X))/(exp(X)+exp(-X)).

agr_arctan (+infty ,+infty).
agr_arctan(-infty ,-infty).
agr_arctan(X,Y) :- Y is atan(X).

agr_sinusoid (+infty ,+ infty).
agr_sinusoid(-infty ,-infty).
agr_sinusoid(X,Y) :- (X=0 -> Y is 1; Y is (sin(X)/X)).

agr_identity (+infty ,+ infty).
agr_identity(-infty ,-infty).
agr_identity(X,Y) :- Y is X.

agr_add (+infty ,_,+ infty). agr_add(_,+infty ,+infty).
agr_add(-infty ,_,-infty). agr_add(_,-infty ,-infty).
agr_add(X,Y,Z) :- Z is X+Y.

agr_prod (+infty ,_,+infty). agr_prod(-infty ,_,-infty).
agr_prod(_,+infty ,+infty). agr_prod(_,-infty ,-infty).
agr_prod(X,Y,Z) :- Z is X*Y.

or_sup(X,Y,Y) :- leq(X,Y). or_sup(X,_,X).
and_sup(X,Y,X) :- leq(X,Y). and_sup(_,Y,Y).

Figure 4: Connectives defined on the lattice associated to our MALP program.
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• n_layers: number of the given layer inside the network.

• n_nodes: number of nodes in the layer.

• nodes: an array of nodes that build the layer.

• activation: name of the activation function. It has to be equal for all the nodes in the layer.

Finally, the last level corresponds to the network itself, and it is defined by the following parameters:

• input_f: input layer of the network. In practice, it will be used only for identifying the number
of inputs for the neural network.

• hidden_fs: an array of layers with all the hidden layers of the network.

• output_f: output layer of the network.

This data structure is only valid for representing a multilayer perceptron as a fuzzy logic program. It is
an intermediate step in the translation process for recovering and preparing all the relevant information
in a valid MALP format.

The final step of the translation procedure simply transforms all the content given by the intermediate
data structure into MALP rules. Due to this fact, it is not necessary to explicitly declare a rule for each
neuron in input nodes, so they will always be codified in the first hidden layer. Figure 5 shows the three
patters followed by the rules modeling the network, which need to be adapted to the MALP syntax, as
we are going to see in the following example.
Example 1. For the MLP trained with the Iris Dataset using Keras (see Figure 1), the fourth neuron of
the hidden layer can be represented as the following MALP rule, whose head and body are connected by
the <- symbol and the names of connectives always start by @ (note, for instance, that @prod and @add
obviously refer to the basic product and sum operators):

node_4_2(X1, X2, X3, X4) <-
@relu(@add (0.0, @add(

@prod ( -0.39125273 , X1), @add(
@prod (0.4458459 , X2), @add(

@prod ( -0.31539902 , X3),
@prod ( -0.4348098 , X4)))))).

This rule models a node that receives four inputs directly from the input layer, as we can see in each
parent neuron defined as Xi, being i the number of neurons in the input layer. The activation function is
ReLU, given by the aggregator @relu. The first number, that is 0.0, defines the bias of the network, and
the remaining ones that come along with each parent node are the weights for the different inputs of the
neuron. For other neurons on inner layers, the corresponding MALP rules are quite similar to this one.

Finally, the following MALP rule (which has been shortened for readability reasons) codes a neuron
in the output layer and it represents the concrete class under consideration, for instance, iris_setosa:

iris_setosa(X1 , X2, X3, X4) <-
@sigmoid(@add ( -0.011225972 ,

@add(@prod (1.4837127 , node_3_2(X1,X2,X3,X4)),
...)))))).

As we can see in this last example, all the identifiers follow the principles defined before for our interme-
diate data structure. Here, the activation function is the sigmoid and the bias for this neuron corresponds
to the negative value −0.011225972. Figure 6 collects the complete code of our MALP program.
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X1

...

Xn

H1,1

...

H1,u

H2,1

...

H2,v

. . .

Hk,1

...

Hk,w

Y1

...

Ym

b1,1

b1,u

b2,1

b2,v

bk,1

bk,w

b1

bm

w1,(1,1)

wn,(1,u)

w(1,1),(2,1)

w(1,u),(2,v)

w(k,1),1

w(k,w),m

A) For each node H1,i (with activation function f1,i) in the first hidden layer, for 1≤ i≤ u:
node1,i(X1, . . . ,Xn)← f1,i(b1,i +w1,(1,i) ∗X1 + · · ·+wn,(1,i) ∗Xn)

B) For each node H j,i (with activation function f j,i) in any other hidden layer, for 2 ≤ j ≤ k and
1≤ i≤ q( j), where q( j) refers to the number of nodes in the hidden layer j:
node j,i(X1, . . . ,Xn) ← f j,i(b j,i + w( j−1,1),( j,i) ∗ node j−1,1(X1, . . . ,Xn) + · · · + w( j−1,q( j−1)),( j,i) ∗
node j−1,q( j−1)(X1, . . . ,Xn))

C) For each class Yi in the output layer (with activation function fi), for 1≤ i≤ m:
classi(X1, . . . ,Xn)← fi(bi +w(k,1),i ∗nodek,1(X1, . . . ,Xn)+ · · ·+w(k,w),i ∗nodek,w(X1, . . . ,Xn))

Figure 5: Rule schemes for coding a neural network.

3 Tuning Neural Networks through Symbolic MALP Rules

As detailed in [16, 17], it is possible to transform a MALP program into a symbolic one, called sMALP
program in brief, by simply replacing truth degrees in program rules by symbolic constants with shape
#identifier. In order to evaluate these programs, in [17] we have introduced a symbolic operational
semantics that delays the evaluation of symbolic expressions. Therefore, a symbolic computed answer
could now include symbolic (unknown) truth values. We have proved the correctness of the approach,
i.e., the fact that using the symbolic semantics and then replacing the unknown values by concrete ones
gives the same result than replacing these values in the original sMALP program and, then, applying the
concrete semantics on the resulting MALP program. Moreover, we show how symbolic programs can be
used to tune a program w.r.t. a given set of test cases.
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node_1_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)<- #@s1( @add (0.62446076 , @add( @prod (0.7310704 , X1),
@add( @prod (0.7056907 , X2), @add( @prod ( -0.7602366 ,X3), @prod ( -0.38494772 ,X4)
))))).

node_2_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)<- #@s1( @add ( -0.50864863 , @add( @prod ( -0.5254192 ,X1),
@add( @prod (0.32891437 , X2), @add( @prod (0.63078755 , X3), @prod (0.96623987 , X4)
))))).

node_3_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)<- #@s1( @add (0.8460652 , @add( @prod (0.14646524 , X1),
@add( @prod (0.9592526 , X2), @add( @prod ( -0.35556635 ,X3), @prod ( -0.8759096 ,X4)
))))).

node_4_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)<- #@s1( @add (0.0, @add( @prod ( -0.39125273 ,X1), @add(
@prod (0.4458459 , X2), @add( @prod ( -0.31539902 ,X3), @prod ( -0.4348098 ,X4)))))).

node_5_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)<- #@s1( @add ( -0.47975096 , @add( @prod (0.33556423 , X1),
@add( @prod ( -0.73593193 ,X2), @add( @prod (0.22201732 , X3), @prod (1.349051 ,X4))
)))).

node_6_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)<- #@s1( @add (0.4133083 , @add( @prod (0.30373776 , X1),
@add( @prod (0.763268 , X2), @add( @prod (1.1798507 , X3), @prod (1.7278105 , X4)))))
).

node_7_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)<- #@s1( @add (0.0, @add( @prod ( -0.26603696 ,X1), @add(
@prod ( -0.6056487 ,X2), @add( @prod ( -0.1796673 ,X3), @prod (0.04486853 , X4)))))).

node_8_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)<- #@s1( @add (0.39579713 , @add( @prod (0.033028096 , X1),
@add( @prod (1.0808532 , X2), @add( @prod ( -0.8241258 ,X3), @prod ( -0.3661422 ,X4))
)))).

iris_setosa(X1 , X2, X3, X4)<- #@s2( @add ( -0.011204453 , @add( @prod (0.5240018 ,
node_1_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @add( @prod ( -1.1248816 , node_2_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)),
@add( @prod (1.4838629 , node_3_2(X1 , X2 , X3, X4)), @add( @prod ( -0.5511421 ,

node_4_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @add( @prod ( -1.5554234 , node_5_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)),
@add( @prod ( -1.1773741 , node_6_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @add( @prod (0.17743558 ,

node_7_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @prod (0.31840572 , node_8_2(X1, X2 , X3 , X4)))))))))
)).

iris_versicolor(X1, X2 , X3 , X4)<- #@s2( @add (0.008989526 , @add( @prod (0.3395446 ,
node_1_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @add( @prod ( -0.9324154 , node_2_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)),
@add( @prod (0.48716056 , node_3_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @add( @prod (0.68769246 ,

node_4_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @add( @prod (0.050156463 , node_5_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4))
, @add( @prod ( -0.47110724 , node_6_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @add( @prod (0.2782907 ,
node_7_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @prod ( -2.8455865 , node_8_2(X1, X2 , X3 , X4)))))))))
)).

iris_virginica(X1 , X2, X3, X4)<- #@s2( @add ( -0.71907717 , @add( @prod ( -1.7643778 ,
node_1_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @add( @prod (1.0094494 , node_2_2(X1 , X2 , X3, X4)),
@add( @prod ( -1.8248861 , node_3_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @add( @prod (0.47558457 ,
node_4_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @add( @prod (0.8063397 , node_5_2(X1 , X2 , X3, X4)),
@add( @prod ( -0.15254904 , node_6_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @add( @prod ( -0.622447 ,
node_7_2(X1 , X2, X3, X4)), @prod (0.20105447 , node_8_2(X1, X2 , X3 , X4)))))))))
)).

Figure 6: Neural network represented as a MALP program.
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The precision of our tuning algorithm described in [16] and implemented in [17] depends on the set
of truth degrees that can be associated to the symbolic constants in the sMALP program at tuning time
(when trying to minimize the deviation between the computed answers and the test cases). Obviously,
the larger the domain of values is, the more precise the results are (but the algorithm is more expensive,
of course). This set is expressed as a list in the Prolog clause defining predicate members inside the
lattice of truth degrees associated to the program. In the examples we are going to see in this section, we
will try to guess the best symbolic substitutions with the following list of valid truth degrees:

members ([0.95 , 0.50, 0.25, -0.25, -0.50, -0.95]).

Our algorithm uses thresholding-based techniques and represents a much more efficient method for
tuning the fuzzy parameters of a program than repeatedly executing the program from scratch. The
results of an experimental evaluation reported in [16]3 considers some tuning examples dealing with
9000 different symbolic substitutions and 11 symbolic constants, where the problem is solved in just a
few seconds.

Before illustrating some tuning examples we have worked with the MALP program obtained after
translating the Keras model associated to the neural network seen in Example 1. As expected, we got an
error of 103.82526 with the original neural network4, which motivates us for tuning the original MALP
program after introducing symbolic constants on it (thus becoming a sMALP program). In Figure 7 we
can see a screenshot of the online tool we have developed for testing our tuning tool freely available at
https://dectau.uclm.es/floper/nn. In order to find the best substitution for the symbolic constants
just introduced in the sMALP program, the first step before launching the tuning process consists of
introducing a relevant set of test cases. In this paper we focus on the complete Iris Dataset. As shown in
Figure 7, each test case adopts the following shape:

1 -> iris_setosa (5.1, 3.5, 1.4, 0.2).
0 -> iris_versicolor (5.1, 3.5, 1.4, 0.2).
0 -> iris_virginica (5.1, 3.5, 1.4, 0.2).

This case means that an instance with parameters 5.1, 3.5, 1.4 and 0.2 always belongs to the class
iris_setosa, and never belongs to the groups iris_versicolor and iris_virginica. An example
of register that belongs to the class iris_versicolor is (once expressed as test cases):

0 -> iris_setosa (5.5, 2.3, 4.0, 1.3).
1 -> iris_versicolor (5.5, 2.3, 4.0, 1.3).
0 -> iris_virginica (5.5, 2.3, 4.0, 1.3).

and for the class iris_virginica, the three test cases are:

0 -> iris_setosa (6.7, 2.5, 5.8, 1.8).
0 -> iris_versicolor (6.7, 2.5, 5.8, 1.8).
1 -> iris_virginica (6.7, 2.5, 5.8, 1.8).

3Using a desktop computer equipped with an i3-2310M CPU @ 2.10 GHz and 4.00 GB RAM.
4This error is a non-negative real number (zero in the best case) obtained as the sum of the deviations of all registers in the

dataset used at training time w.r.t. the execution of the trained network with the same cases.
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For this set of examples, we do not take care of overfitting, because tuning is applied with the same
dataset than the one used during the training process. We only want to prove that some parts of an MLP
can be tuned for finding a better set of values which reduce our base error.

Example 2. The first type of tuning technique we will apply to our symbolic network is the one based
on aggregators (associated to activation functions). This kind of tuning can be easily performed in our
neural network and, what is more important, its effects are not achievable at training time. In the MALP
representation seen in Example 1, we find different activation functions inside the same layer and, after
introducing the couple of symbolic aggregators #@s1 (in all nodes of the second layer) and #@s2 (in all
nodes of the last layer), we obtain the following sMALP code:

node_4_2(X1, X2, X3, X4) <-
#@s1(@add (0.0, @add(

@prod ( -0.39125273 , X1), @add(
@prod (0.4458459 , X2), @add(

@prod ( -0.31539902 , X3),
@prod ( -0.4348098 , X4)))))).

iris_setosa(X1 , X2, X3, X4) <-
#@s2(@add ( -0.011225972 , @add(

@prod (1.4837127 , node_3_2(X1,X2,X3,X4)),
...)))))).

Note that this sMALP program differs from the initial MALP one by the fact that the original @relu and
@sigmoid aggregators have been changed now by the symbolic aggregators #@s1 and #@s2, respectively.
Next, the tuning process needs 2768 milliseconds to find the symbolic substitution {#@s1/@identity,
#@s2/@sigmoid}, as seen in Figure 7. Once applied this substitution to the symbolic program, we obtain
a final MALP program whose further execution would decrease the error to 98.16823, which means an
improvement of 5.45%.

Focusing on the second layer, note that in the tuned MLP we prefer the use of the identity activation
function instead of the original @relu aggregator. This is due to the fact that, since some input values of
the neuron can be negative, the identity function is able to produce better results than the sigmoid one.

Example 3. In this new sMALP program, we add two new symbolic constants #n1 and #n2 to the
symbolic rules of the previous example, thus obtaining:

node_4_2(X1, X2, X3, X4) <-
#@s1(@add(#n1, @add(

@prod ( -0.39125273 , X1), @add(
@prod (0.4458459 , X2), @add(

@prod ( -0.31539902 , X3),
@prod ( -0.4348098 , X4)))))).

iris_setosa(X1 , X2, X3, X4) <-
#@s2(@add ( -0.011225972 , @add(

@prod(#n2, node_3_2(X1,X2,X3,X4)),
...)))))).
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Figure 7: Screenshot of the FLOPER online tool after tuning a symbolic program.

The first one, denoted as #n1, replaces the value of 0.0 in the bias of the fourth neuron. In the output neu-
ron for the class iris setosa, the symbolic constant #n2 changes the value for the weight that comes from
the third node of the hidden layer, that corresponds to 1.4837127. The tuning process takes now 444672
milliseconds to proceed, and the resulting error decreases to 95.43372, an 8.08% better than the baseline
error. The new symbolic substitution is {#@s1/@identity,#@s2/@sigmoid ,#n1/0.95,#n2/ −0.95}, thus
keeping the aggregators of Example 2 and assigning to #n1 and #n2 the higher and lower values (de-
clared on predicate members) of our lattice, respectively.

Example 4. We finish this section with a more complex example using random weight and biases. We
have created 10 different sMALP programs inserting the two symbolic constants #n1 and #n2 in random
places inside the structure of the network used in the previous example. The appealing results of our
tuning experiments appear in Table 1, where we determine the position of the symbolic weights and
biases as follows:
• for a weight wi, j, i indicates the connection with the previous neuron i, while j corresponds to the

current neuron, and

• bias b j refers to the bias of neuron j.

Our benchmark has been performed using a laptop equipped with an i7-3537U CPU @ 2.50 GHz
and 8.00 GB RAM and, to summarize some measures of the overall tuning processes, let us say that,
the average of the standard deviations, execution times, final errors and improvement percentages are,
respectively, 15.04, 390, 85.95 and 17.22.

Observe that rows four, six and eight reveal really interesting results. Moreover, in programs four,
eight and ten, we have achieved a bit strange substitution, because the activation function of the output
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Table 1: Results of tuning 10 symbolic programs placing random symbolic constants.

Symbolic constants Symbolic substitution Statistics
#n1 #n2 #n1 #n2 #@s1 #@s2 Time Error Improved

1 w(X1),(4,2) w(1,2),(setosa) 0.95 0.95 @identity @sigmoid 421 95.23 8.17%
2 b(4,7) b(7,2) 0.95 −0.95 @identity @sigmoid 441 95.44 8.07%
3 w(X2),(7,2) w(1,2),(vers.) −0.95 0.95 @identity @sigmoid 494 96.29 7.25%
4 w(X1),(1,2) w(X1),(6,2) 0.3 −0.3 @identity @binary 329 53.00 48.95%
5 w(8,2),(setosa) w(6,2),(vers.) 0.95 −0.3 @relu @sigmoid 364 95.81 7.72%
6 w(8,2),(virg.) w(X2),(4,2) −0.95 −0.95 @identity @sigmoid 425 81.52 21.48%
7 w(X2),(4,2) b(versicolor) 0.95 0.95 @identity @sigmoid 494 97.59 6.00%
8 w(X3),(6,2) w(5,2),(vers.) −0.3 0.95 @relu @binary 363 62.00 40.28%
9 w(8,2),(setosa) w(X4),(6,2) 0.95 −0.95 @identity @sigmoid 496 93.49 9.96%
10 w(X2),(8,2) b(2,2) 0.3 −0.95 @identity @binary 474 89.00 14.28%

layer is changed by the binary one. This is due to the format of our test cases, in which a register belongs
to a class with a 100% of probability or with 0% (modeled with 1 or 0 respectively).

4 Conclusions and Future Work

Apart from our previous experiences in emergent fields like cloud computing [22], and the semantic
web [1], in this paper we have used once again the FLOPER system developed in our research group
for designing a flexible application coping now with neural networks. After implementing an automatic
technique for translating MLP’s to the fuzzy logic language MALP, we have seen that some (random)
weights/biases and activation functions of such neural networks can be safely tuned in order to satisfy
user expectations according their proposed test cases.

With the online tool at https://dectau.uclm.es/fasill/sandbox?q=nn, we have just initiated
a new research line in our group, where some pending task are: manipulating neural networks beyond
the simpler MLP case, dealing with more activation functions, increasing the efficiency of the tuning
method by using SAT/SMT solvers, experimenting with other real problems and so on.
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